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[1] A parametric analysis is conducted to examine the influence of tides, inland hydraulic

conditions, and aquifer properties on the rate of tide-induced seawater recirculation
through the nearshore aquifer. Understanding such influence is crucial for accurate
prediction of subsurface chemical fluxes to coastal waters via groundwater discharge. The
analysis is based on numerical simulations of density-dependent groundwater flow in a
coastal aquifer subject to tidal oscillations across a sloping beach face. The results reveal
that the amplitude of tidal oscillations and the inland hydraulic gradient are the primary
parameters controlling the tide-induced recirculation rates. Significant tidal exchange is
expected when the ratio of tidal to inland forcing is large. The horizontal tidal shoreline
excursion and aquifer depth both display asymptotic behavior, influencing recirculation
rates for only small values where the exchange process is limited by the potential for
infiltration and shallowness of the aquifer, respectively. The analysis also indicates that
tidal effects increase density-driven recirculation rates due to enhanced convective flow
within the saltwater wedge.
Citation: Robinson, C., L. Li, and H. Prommer (2007), Tide-induced recirculation across the aquifer-ocean interface, Water Resour.
Res., 43, W07428, doi:10.1029/2006WR005679.

1. Introduction
[2] Coastal water pollution is becoming an increasingly
serious global problem due to increased anthropogenic
stresses on the marine environment. Most previous studies
have focused on river discharge as the main (often sole)
transport pathway for land-derived chemicals into coastal
waters. It is now widely recognized that chemicals entering
coastal waters via submarine groundwater discharge (SGD)
may also have considerable consequences on the marine
ecosystem [Johannes, 1980; Simmons, 1992; Church, 1996;
Moore, 1996]. However, SGD is still often neglected as it is
poorly described and quantified in many coastal systems
[Burnett et al., 2006].
[3] SGD is broadly defined as all direct discharge of
subsurface fluids across the aquifer-ocean interface [Li et
al., 1999; Taniguchi et al., 2002; Burnett et al., 2003]. As
such, it comprises both terrestrially derived fresh groundwater flow (Qf) and seawater recirculating across the aquifer-ocean interface (SGR). Direct measurements [Robinson
et al., 1998; Kim et al., 2003; Smith and Zawadski, 2003;
Taniguchi and Iwakawa, 2004] and geochemical tracer
experiments [Moore, 1996; Moore and Church, 1996;
Hussain et al., 1999; Crotwell and Moore, 2003] indicate
that SGR often constitutes a large portion of the total SGD.
Since important reactions occur as seawater recirculates
through a coastal aquifer, chemicals delivered by SGR can
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be as significant as chemicals transported into coastal waters
by terrestrially derived SGD [Simmons, 1992].
[4] SGR is driven by a range of processes [Burnett et al.,
2003; Gallardo and Marui, 2006], but in the nearshore
region the main mechanisms driving seawater recirculation
are tides (Qt), waves (Qw) and density-dependent flow (Qd,
Figure 1). Measurement techniques used to quantify SGD
(e.g., seepage meters, piezometers, geochemical tracers)
typically provide limited insight into the dynamics of the
water exchange process. Although some field studies have
attempted to distinguish between ‘‘fresh’’ and ‘‘recycled’’
SGD [Gallagher et al., 1996; Kim et al., 2003; Taniguchi
and Iwakawa, 2004; Michael et al., 2005; Boehm et al.,
2006; Burnett et al., 2006; Taniguchi et al., 2006], the
mechanisms driving recirculation and their relative contribution to total SGD rates are still not well understood.
Nevertheless, this understanding is crucial for predicting
magnitudes of groundwater discharge and associated chemical fluxes to coastal waters, particularly as the various SGD
components have such distinct chemical compositions
[Simmons, 1992; Oberdorfer, 2003]. There is a need to
identify conditions for which tide, wave- and densitydriven seawater recirculation are likely to be significant.
[5] The magnitude of water exchange driven by density
has previously been investigated using regional-scale numerical models [Smith and Turner, 2001; Destouni and
Prieto, 2003; Smith and Zawadski, 2003; Smith, 2004]. The
density gradients across the transition zone of the saltwater
wedge drive convective circulation through the wedge
which contributes to water exchange across the interface
(Qd, Figure 1) [Smith, 2004]. Destouni and Prieto [2003]
suggested that the magnitude of density-driven exchange
(Qd) is easily quantifiable as a linear function of the net
fresh groundwater discharge (Qf). However, Smith [2004]
later presented a nondimensional parametric study which
indicated that prediction of Qd is more difficult than
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of a coastal groundwater system subject to oceanic oscillations. In the
nearshore region, SGD consists of inland fresh groundwater flow (Qf) and seawater recirculating across
the aquifer-ocean interface (SGR). SGR is driven primarily by wave setup and runup (Qw), tides (Qt), and
density-driven convection (Qd). Shading (gray scale) depicts typical salt distribution with an upper saline
plume (USP) present in addition to the classical saltwater wedge. The two saline plumes confine a
freshwater discharge ‘‘tube’’ (FDT) whereby fresh groundwater discharges around the low-tide mark.
This figure is based on Figure 1 of Robinson et al. [2007a] (copyright Elsevier 2007).

expected. This is due to the strong dependence of densitydriven convection on the aquifer dispersivities which are
typically uncertain and scale-dependent. Here, we focus on
tide-induced recirculation which has received little attention
but has been found to be a significant water exchange
mechanism in tidally influenced environments [Robinson
et al., 2006].
[6] Tidal forcing across a sloping beach face results in the
movement of large quantities of water (Qt), relative to fresh
groundwater discharge (Qf), across the aquifer-ocean interface. Water infiltration occurs when the instantaneous
seawater level exceeds that of the beach water table causing
input on the rising tide and discharge mainly on the ebbing
tide. Direct measurements of semidiurnal fluctuations in
SGD are widely reported [Reay et al., 1992; Staver and
Brinsfield, 1996; Robinson et al., 1998; Kim and Hwang,
2002; Taniguchi, 2002; Taniguchi et al., 2003, 2005]. The
nonlinearity associated with tidal forcing on a sloping beach
boundary results in a tide-averaged asymmetric exchange
pattern whereby infiltration dominates in the upper intertidal
zone and exfiltration near the low-tide mark [Boufadel,
2000; Mango et al., 2004; Robinson et al., 2007a]. This
asymmetric exchange sets up a seawater circulation cell
through the intertidal zone (Figure 1).
[7] Compared with density-driven recirculation which
operates over large areas and is associated with long
residence times (order of 103  104 d), tide-induced
recirculation is a localized phenomenon characterized by
high specific fluxes and relatively short residence times
(order of 101 d) [Robinson et al., 2007a]. While densitydriven recirculation has the potential to drive long-term
chemical exchange with aquifer sediments up to depths of
kilometers below the seafloor [Wilson, 2005], tide-induced
recirculation is typically confined to shallow intertidal sediments [Michael et al., 2005; Robinson et al., 2007a]. Tidally
driven recirculation is significant however not only because
of the chemical interaction between the recirculating seawa-

ter and sediments but more importantly because recirculating
seawater may mix with fresh groundwater discharging
through the nearshore aquifer. The tide-induced seawater
circulation cell which operates through the intertidal zone
leads to the formation of an upper saline plume in addition to
the classical saltwater wedge (Figure 1) [Boufadel, 2000;
Vandenbohede and Lebbe, 2005; Robinson et al., 2006].
This upper saline plume represents an active and dynamic
zone of mixing between the recirculating seawater (oxygenated) and fresh groundwater (anoxic), and thus an
important biogeochemical reaction zone in the nearshore
aquifer [Robinson et al., 2007a]. Because of the importance
of the mixing process in determining chemical inputs to
coastal waters via SGD, this mixing and reaction zone is
commonly referred to as a subterranean estuary [Moore,
1999; Charette and Sholkovitz, 2002; Ullman et al., 2003;
Slomp and Cappellen, 2004; Spiteri et al., 2005; Charette
and Sholkovitz, 2006]. The presence of the tidally driven
circulation cell also results in fresh groundwater (Qf) discharging through a freshwater ‘‘tube’’ near the low-tide
mark, rather than at the shoreline as is the case for nontidal
conditions (Figure 1) [Robinson et al., 2006].
[8] Numerous models have been developed to investigate
the influence of tidal forcing on the coastal groundwater
system [Oberdorfer et al., 1990; Yim and Mohsen, 1992;
Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 1999; Boufadel, 2000; Zhang et al.,
2001; Chen and Hsu, 2004; Vandenbohede and Lebbe,
2005]. Li et al. [1999] initially drew increased awareness
to the significant magnitude of tide-induced seawater recirculation. On the basis of a simple theoretical model, they
demonstrated that for certain conditions this recirculation
may account for up to 37% of the total SGD. Robinson and
Gallagher [1999] and Uchiyama et al. [2000] were first to
numerically simulate and quantify magnitudes of SGD in
the presence of tidal forcing. However, neither of these
studies separated the ‘‘fresh’’ from the ‘‘recirculated’’ SGD
components. Recent numerical investigations by Werner
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and Lockington [2006] and Mao et al. [2006] provide
valuable insight into the effect of tidal fluctuations on
nearshore groundwater hydrodynamics and salt transport
over a range of tidal, hydrological and aquifer conditions.
However, quantification of the rates of exchange across the
aquifer-ocean interface was not conducted in these works.
[9] Currently, the most detailed numerical investigation
into the influence of tides on SGD is that of Prieto and
Destouni [2005]. They concluded that when fresh groundwater discharge is small, tidal oscillations significantly
increase the magnitude of seawater recirculation across the
aquifer-ocean interface. Such a tidal effect is reduced with
increasing fresh groundwater discharge. Simulations were
performed for three scenarios with different aquifer thickness, hydraulic conductivity and porosity. Calculated SGD
rates were found to be independent of site specifics. This
result is in contrast with the findings of Mao et al. [2006]
and Werner and Lockington [2006] that tide-induced flow
patterns in the nearshore aquifer vary significantly for
different forcing and aquifer conditions. The discrepancy
may be due to the regional scale used in Prieto and
Destouni’s model [2005].
[10] Here we present a detailed parametric study investigating the rate of water exchange across the aquifer-ocean
interface driven by tidal forcing. Simulation results were
analyzed using relevant nondimensional groups of physical
quantities to identify conditions for which tide-induced
seawater recirculation is likely to constitute a large portion
of the total SGD. The density-dependent groundwater flow
code SEAWAT-2000 [Langevin et al., 2003] was used to
conduct the numerical simulations. The magnitude of densitydriven seawater recirculation in the presence of tidal forcing
was also evaluated. Focusing on tidal effects, this paper
does not examine seawater recirculation driven by waves
[Li et al., 1999], seasonal variations in the inland water table
[Michael et al., 2005], geothermal convection [Kohout,
1967] and subtidal pumping [Riedl et al., 1972; Shum and
Sundby, 1996]; these processes may also represent important mechanisms for water exchange across the aquiferocean interface.

2. Numerical Model
[11] The numerical model used for this study is similar to
that presented by Robinson et al. [2007a]. Flow in an
unconfined coastal aquifer subject to tidal oscillations
across a sloping beach boundary is simulated using the
variable-density groundwater flow code, SEAWAT-2000.
[12] SEAWAT-2000 is based on two coupled partial
differential equations which describe the flow of a variable-density fluid and salt transport. The governing equation
for saturated density-dependent groundwater flow is
"
r  rKf

r  rf
r  hf þ
 rz
rf

!#
¼ rSf

@hf
@r
 rs qs ;
þ ne
@t
@t
ð1Þ
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the equivalent freshwater storage coefficient; t [T] is the
time; ne is the effective porosity; and rs [ML3] and qs
[T1] are the density and flow rate per unit volume of
aquifer of the source/sink, respectively [Langevin et al.,
2003]. The governing equation for salt transport is
@ ðne C Þ
vC Þ  qs CS ;
¼ r  ð ne DrC Þ  r  ðne~
@t

ð2Þ

where C [ML3] is the concentration of dissolved salt; D
v
[L2T1] is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient tensor; ~
[LT1] the pore water velocity; and Cs [ML3] is the
concentration of dissolved salt from the source/sink [Zheng
and Wang, 1999]. The relationship between the fluid density
and salt concentration is represented by the linear equation
of state:
r ¼ rf þ

@r
C;
@C

ð3Þ

@r
where @C
is set to 0.7143 with r and C both expressed in
kg m3 [Langevin et al., 2003]. This value is applicable
for salt concentrations ranging from zero to that of
seawater (around 35 kg m3).
[13] A schematic of the model domain is shown in Figure 2.
Alongshore groundwater flow and salt transport were assumed to be negligible and as such the model was two
dimensional in the vertical and shore normal directions. The
model had a total length, L = LS + LL and an aquifer
thickness, H. The x-z coordinate origin was located at the
shoreline (i.e., intersection of the mean sea level with the
beach face).
[14] Tidal forcing across a sloping beach face results in a
highly dynamic and complex boundary along the aquifer’s
seaward interface. For certain conditions, the water table
within a coastal aquifer may become decoupled from the
tidal level during ebbing tide, leading to the formation of a
seepage face where water outcrops on the beach face
[Turner, 1993]. When this decoupling occurs the aquifer’s
seaward boundary consists of both a head-prescribed face
and a seepage face. While the hydraulic head on the headprescribed face is given by the tidal elevation, the seepage
face is determined by the local elevation. The position and
extent of the seepage face is not known a priori, making
specification of this boundary condition difficult. To simulate tidal forcing on the aquifer’s seaward boundary, we
used a two zone model with a surface water and an aquifer
zone. A sloping boundary was used to separate the two
zones in the intertidal and nearshore subtidal regions.
Further offshore a horizontal boundary, typical in lowerenergy environments, was used to represent the aquiferocean interface. Coastal surface water was simulated using
high hydraulic conductivity (106 m d1), ne = 1 and
constant salt concentration = 35 kg m3. Tidal forcing
was implemented by applying temporally varying heads to
specific cells in the surface water zone (Figure 2). A
semidiurnal tide was simulated:

where z [L] is the vertical coordinate directing upward; Kf
[LT1] is the equivalent freshwater hydraulic conductivity;
hf [L] is the equivalent freshwater head; r [ML3] is the
fluid density; rf [ML3] is the freshwater density; Sf [L1] is
3 of 14
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Figure 2. Model geometry and boundary conditions. Model domain is divided into two zones: a surface
water zone (zone A, not shaded) and an aquifer zone (zone B, shaded). This figure is based on Figure 2 of
Robinson et al. [2007a] (copyright Elsevier 2007).

where hT (m) is the time-varying head, A (m) is the tidal
amplitude and w is the tidal angular frequency (12.567 d1;
period = 0.5 d). The high hydraulic conductivity assigned to
surface water cells allowed for nearly instantaneous
transmission of this dynamic head condition to the
submerged aquifer-ocean interface. The use of a high
hydraulic conductivity zone for surface water has previously been adopted in groundwater models simulating
seepage into lakes [Winter, 1976; Anderson et al., 2002].
More recently this technique was employed by Mao et al.
[2006] to model groundwater dynamics in a coastal aquifer
subject to tidal forcing.
[15] While this two zone approach allowed for the simulation of tidal forcing on the aquifer’s seaward boundary, it
did not permit seepage face development. SEAWAT-2000
does not model variably saturated flow but uses a drying/
rewetting function to model the transient dewatering of cells
in response to tidal fluctuations. On the ebbing tide, a cell
falls ‘‘dry’’ and is made inactive (i.e., no flow) when the
calculated head in the cell falls below the bottom elevation
of the cell. On the rising tide, the cell is ‘‘rewet’’ when the
water levels in neighboring cells are above a user-defined
threshold. As cells above the water table are no flow,
discharge across the aquifer-ocean interface can only occur
through the surface water cells below the tidal level (i.e.,
through the submerged aquifer-ocean interface). Therefore
the seepage face was not simulated. As a result, we expect
that for conditions where a seepage face is likely to form
(e.g., flat beach, low permeability and large tidal amplitude), predicted tidal exchange rates may be underestimates
due to the restricted discharge across the interface. Despite
this limitation of the model, the numerical predictions
provide significant insight into the magnitude of tide-induced recirculation, advancing considerably the current
state of knowledge.
[16] The offshore vertical boundary was a no flow
boundary. Implementation of a time-varying head (tidal)
condition along this boundary did not have a noticeable
effect on flows in the nearshore aquifer and subsequent
SGD rates so long as the boundary was located far from the

shore. Terrestrial groundwater discharge (Qf) was simulated
by specifying a uniform constant flux along the landward
vertical boundary:
QðLL Þ ¼ qf H

ð5aÞ

C ðLL Þ ¼ Cf ;

ð5bÞ

where Q (m3 m1 d1) is the volumetric discharge per unit
width of the aquifer, qf (m d1) is the uniform, specific
discharge and Cf (0.1 kg m3) is the salt concentration of
fresh groundwater. The bottom boundary was no flow,
representing an impermeable aquifer base. The upper
boundary was a phreatic surface with negligible groundwater recharge.

3. Dimensional Analysis
[17] The nearshore aquifer system may be parameterized
to assist in understanding the factors controlling seawater
recirculation in the presence of tidal forcing. The analysis
presented below extends that by Smith [2004]. The system
involves 16 independent quantities (LL, LS, H, B, b, Kx, Kz,
Qf, ne, aL, aT, Dm, rs, rf, A, w) which are expressed in three
unit dimensions: length [L], time [T] and mass [M].
Quantities not previously defined include: offshore water
depth B (m), beach slope b (dimensionless), horizontal and
vertical hydraulic conductivities Kx, Kz (m d1), longitudinal and transverse dispersivities aL, aT (m), and coefficient
of molecular diffusion Dm (m2 d1).
[18] The problem may be simplified by assuming: (1) the
aquifer is isotropic and homogeneous (K = Kx = Kz); and
(2) molecular diffusion is negligible (Dm = 0). This reduces
the number of independent quantities to 14 (LL, LS, H, B, b,
K, Qf, ne, aL, aT, rs, rf, A, w). Buckingham’s Pi Theorem
[Buckingham, 1914] suggests that the system’s behavior can
be characterized using 11 (14 minus 3) nondimensional
groups. Table 1 summarizes the nondimensional groups
adopted in this study.
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Table 1. Nondimensional Groups
Parameter

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne w

L*L = LL

2KH

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne w
L*S = LS 2KH
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
wne H
2K

H* =
B
B* = H
A
d=H

Description

Values

Quantities Varied

Ratio of landward model extent to tidal
propagation distance (l)
Ratio of seaward model extent to tidal
propagation distance (l)
Ratio of aquifer depth to tidal propagation
distance (l) [Nielsen et al., 1997]
Ratio of offshore water depth to aquifer depth

5

LL

5

Ls

1.00 – 4.30

K, b, Qf

0.2

-

0.008 – 0.067

A, b

Ratio of tidal amplitude to aquifer depth

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne w

0 – 1.45

b

f
Q*f = HK
ne

Ratio of horizontal shoreline excursion to tidal
propagation distance (l) [Li et al., 2000]
Inland hydraulic gradient
Effective porosity

0 – 0.02
0.25 (0.3, 0.35, 0.4)

Qf
ne, K, Qf

H
D* = a
t
a

Dispersion parameter [Smith, 2004]
Dispersivity anisotropy ratio

60 (7.5, 15, 30, 45)
10

aT, aL
-

0.025 (0, 0.0125, 0.02)

rs

e = A cot b
Q

l

at

r* =

rS rf
rf

2KH

Relative density

3.1. Geometric Ratios (LL*, LS*, H *, and B *)
[19] LL* and L*S are ratios of the respective geometric
lengths to the characteristic length scale, tidal propagation
distance (l). l reflects the amplitude decay of a tideinduced groundwater wave as it propagates in the aquifer.
On the basis of the small amplitude groundwater wave theory,
tide-induced groundwater head fluctuations in the aquifer (h)
are described by h(x, t) = A exp (-kx)
cos (wt  kx) where k
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ne w
[Nielsen, 1990; Li
(m1) is the wave number, k = 2KH
et al., 2004]. q
l ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
(m) is the inverse of the wave number,
i.e., l = 1k ¼ 2KH
ne w .
[20] Large values of L*S and LL* were chosen so that the
positions of the boundaries did not influence the flows and
concentrations in the nearshore aquifer. With these conditions held, the ratios were minimized to reduce the model
extent and associated computational effort. The location of
the landward boundary (LL*) was selected such that the
amplitude of the local tidal groundwater wave at the
boundary was damped to less than 0.1% of the tidal forcing
amplitude. For all simulations this length was greater than
the distance seawater intruded along the aquifer base. The
seaward boundary was positioned sufficiently away from
the shoreline so that its location had minimal effect on the
density-driven circulations and development of the saltwater
wedge. L*S and LL* were always greater than 5l.
[21] Nondimensional aquifer depth (H*) is the ratio of the
dimensional depth (H) to the tidal propagation distance, l.
This parameter represents vertical flow effects in the aquifer. For nonshallow aquifers (i.e., larger H*), vertical flows
have been shown to introduce higher-order effects causing
tidal water table fluctuations to propagate faster through
the aquifer than predicted by Boussinesq type solutions
[Parlange et al., 1984; Nielsen et al., 1997]. Here we
performed a sensitivity analysis on H* to assess the effects
of this geometric parameter on the tide-induced recirculation rates.
[22] The nondimensional water depth (B*) is the ratio of
the offshore water depth (B) to the aquifer depth (H). B*
affects the location of the beach slope break; the shallower
the offshore water depth, the closer the break in slope is to
the shoreline. This geometric parameter was not expected to

have a significant influence on recirculation rates as water
exchange rapidly diminishes seaward of the low-tide mark.
Thus B* was held constant at 0.2 for all simulations.
3.2. Tidal Ratios (d and e)
[23] The tidal forcing on the sloping beach boundary was
described by the nondimensional parameters, d and e. Here
d represents the tidal amplitude (A) relative to the aquifer
depth (H), thus signifying the strength of the tidal forcing. e
is the ratio of the horizontal shoreline excursion (Acotb) to
the characteristic length scale (l). These parameters have
been shown to give rise to nonlinear behaviors in tidal water
table fluctuations leading to the generation of higher-order
harmonics and water table overheight [Parlange et al.,
1984; Nielsen, 1990; Li et al., 2000]. It was hypothesized
that these parameters would largely control the tide-induced
recirculation rates.
3.3. Inland Hydraulic Gradient (Q*f )
[24] Qf* is the ratio of the terrestrially derived SGD (Qf) to
the aquifer transmissivity (KH). On the basis of the GhybenHerzberg approximation, Qf* (combined with r*) controls
the location and shape of the saltwater wedge. Prieto and
Destouni [2005] previously investigated the effect of Qf on
SGD rates in tidally influenced systems. However, as only
two tidal conditions were simulated and the tide-induced
recirculation was not separated from the density-driven
recirculation, their results are somewhat difficult to interpret. Here, we investigated the influence of Q*
f over a wider
range of tidal forcing conditions to better understand its
influence on the magnitudes of seawater recirculation driven
by tides and density.
3.4. Effective Porosity (ne)
[25] The effective porosity ne determines the pore volume
available for the storage of solute mass and also controls the
pore water velocity (v). It thus influences both the advection
and dispersion terms in the salt transport equation (2). The
porosity of sand typically ranges from 0.25 to 0.53 [Zheng
and Bennett, 1995]. We used a constant ne of 0.25. However, to test the significance of this parameter, additional
simulations were performed with ne = 0.3, 0.35 and 0.4.
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3.5. Dispersion Parameters (D* and aL/aT)
[26] The dispersion parameter D* is the ratio of the
aquifer depth, H, to the characteristic dispersivity parameter,
aT. Although Smith [2004] demonstrated that this parameter
largely controls the rate of density-driven convection across
the transition zone of the saltwater wedge and thus densitydriven recirculation, it is not expected to have a significant
influence on the tide-induced recirculation. As a result, D*
was assigned a constant value of 60. Finer grid discretization was required to control numerical dispersion in the
model for larger values of D* (i.e., grid Péclet numbers,
Px = Dx/aT < 2, Pz = Dz/aT < 2). This increased
significantly the computational effort and simulation time.
On the other hand, smaller values of D* (larger aT) led
to unrealistic backward dispersion of salt into the aquifer
along the discharge zone (i.e., into the freshwater discharge ‘‘tube’’). This backward dispersion was an artifact
of the constant salt concentration (35 kg m3) cells along
the aquifer-ocean interface (i.e., in zone A) [Robinson et
al., 2007a]. A more realistic boundary condition would be
to set the dispersive flux to zero along the outflowing
portion of the boundary and constant concentration along
the inflowing portion [Smith, 2004]. However, as the
outflow zone is not known a priori, implementation of
this condition is nontrivial. Notwithstanding these problems, a small number of simulations were performed to
examine the effect of varying D*.
[ 27 ] The dispersivity anisotropy ratio (aL /aT ) was
assigned a constant value = 10. Although this value falls
at the lower end of the range of field-scale dispersivity
estimates (5 aL/aT 500 [Gelhar et al., 1992]), it was
selected to minimize both numerical dispersion and backward dispersion across the interface. Previous models of
density-dependent flow in coastal aquifers have also adopted
this value [Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 1999; Smith, 2004; Prieto
and Destouni, 2005; Wilson, 2005]. This parameter may
affect the exchange rates, in particular that of the densitydriven recirculation. As this study focuses on tide-induced
recirculation (an advection-dominated process), the influence
of this parameter on the SGD components was not examined.
3.6. Relative Density (r*)
[28] Here r* was set equal to 0.025 for most simulations.
This corresponds to rf = 1000 kg m3 and rs = 1025 kg m3.
Although the concentration of the surface water in a tidal
estuary may be significantly lower, Cs = 35 kg m3 (i.e., rs =
1025 kg m3, equation (3)) is typical for ocean beaches.
Here r* affects the buoyancy forces which drive free
convection within the saltwater wedge. As such this parameter influences the location, slope and length of the saltwater
wedge transition zone. Although r* was expected to affect
significantly the density-driven recirculation (Qd), it was not
expected to have a large influence on tidally driven recirculation (Q t ) which is a forced convection process
[Robinson et al., 2007a]. This hypothesis was tested by
setting r* to 0, 0.0125 and 0.02.

4. Simulations and Results
[29] Simulation of tidal oscillations was computationally
intensive. As a result, models were initially run to the steady
state with no tide. Tidal fluctuations were then introduced
and the model was run to the quasi – steady state with
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respect to flows across the aquifer-ocean interface. Simulations were typically run for a model time of 500 d.
[30] The model grid was nonuniform with refinement
(Dx = 0.3125 m and Dz = 0.0625 m) around the aquiferocean interface where large parameter variations and
concentration gradients existed. Tests were performed to
verify that numerical solutions were independent of the
grid discretization. Relative differences in the exchange
rates between the predictions of the base models and more
finely discretized models were within 1%. The base
models had 226 columns and 151 layers.
[31] Numerical results were generated for the range of
nondimensional values listed in Table 1. To identify the
individual effect of parameters, one nondimensional parameter was systematically varied while all others were held
constant. The physical quantities changed to vary each
nondimensional parameter without modifying others are
listed in Table 1. The base simulation about which the
required quantities were varied had nondimensional parameters: Qf* = 0.007, d = 0.033, e = 0.72 and H* = 2.17. These
values represent a typical tidally influenced coastal aquifer
system. All simulations were conducted for a 30-m thick
aquifer. This aquifer depth minimized the size of the model
domain and thus computational effort, while also ensuring
that D* (H/aT) was realistic and did not create excessive
backward dispersion across the aquifer-ocean interface (see
section 3.5). Simulations of deeper (60 m) and shallower
(15 m, 7.5 m) aquifer systems were performed to confirm
that the results were independent of the model scale.
[32] We show in Figure 3 the simulated velocities and
concentrations in the nearshore aquifer at four stages of the
tidal cycle (midrising, high tide, midebbing and low tide)
for the base simulation. The processes revealed are indicative of those occurring when an unconfined coastal aquifer
is subject to tidal forcing across a sloping beach face.
Similar intratidal flow patterns have previously been shown
by Boufadel [2000], Ataie-Ashtiani et al. [1999], and Mao et
al. [2006]. For certain slope, permeability and tidal conditions, a seepage face will also form if the water table
becomes decoupled from the tidal elevation on the ebbing
tide; however seepage face development was not simulated
in our model. Predicted exchange rates demonstrated that
infiltration (inflow) occurs predominately on the late stages
of the rising tide and over the high tide when the beach
water table is lower than the tidal elevation. Exfiltration
(outflow) dominates during the ebbing tide and continues
over the early stages of the rising tide with water draining
from the aquifer (Figure 4). The difference between the total
exfiltration and infiltration over the tidal cycle (i.e., total net
exchange) was the fresh groundwater discharge.
[33] The specific exfiltration and infiltration rates along
the aquifer-ocean interface over the tidal cycle revealed
three distinctive zones of exchange: tidally driven recirculation zone (TRZ), freshwater discharge zone (FDZ) and
density-driven recirculation zone (DRZ, Figure 5). Tidal
fluctuations across the sloping beach face drove an asymmetric exchange pattern with infiltration occurring primarily
in the upper intertidal region and exfiltration closer to the
low-tide mark. This asymmetric exchange led to a tideinduced seawater circulation through the intertidal region
and the formation of the upper saline plume (Figure 3)
[Robinson et al., 2007a]. Fresh groundwater discharged
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Figure 3. Flow velocities and concentrations in the nearshore aquifer at (a) midtide (rising), (b) high
tide, (c) midtide (ebbing), and (d) low tide. Results are for the base simulation with Qf* = 0.007, d =
0.033, e = 0.72, and H* = 2.17. The diagrams focus on the area near the aquifer-ocean interface in the
intertidal region. The model extent is greater than shown here with LS = 100 m, LL = 150 m, and H = 30 m.
Shading (gray scale) represents the salt distribution. The scale of the velocity vectors is shown in Figure 3a.
around the low-tide mark where high exfiltration but negligible infiltration occurred. Further seaward, water exchange (infiltration and exfiltration) associated with the
density-driven circulations decreased offshore.
[34] As the recirculation across the seabed is driven by
two distinct mechanisms, two nondimensional parameters
were defined to analyze the results: tidally driven recirculation percent (TDR),
TDR ¼

Qt
Qf

100;

ð6aÞ

tidal oscillations (d = 0), TDR is zero. The relationship
between d and TDR becomes relatively linear as tidal
forcing intensifies. TDR reaches up to 348% for large tidal
amplitude conditions (relative to the aquifer depth). When
the tidal shoreline excursion across the sloping beach face
(e) is small, any increase in the width of the intertidal zone
increases the tide-induced recirculation (Figure 6b). This is
due to the increase in area (potential) for infiltration.
However, as e continues to increase, the small beach slope
starts to limit the beach’s drainage capacity and hence the

and density-driven recirculation percent (DDR),
DDR ¼

Qd
Qf

100:

ð6bÞ

Use of two separate parameters rather than a combined
recirculation percent [Prieto and Destouni, 2005] provides a
better description of the system, allowing for understanding
of the actual mechanisms controlling SGD. As the
magnitude of Qf can typically be determined on the basis
of aquifer recharge, this flow was used to nondimensionalize the other SGD components. On the basis of the spatial
exchange distribution shown in Figure 5, Qt was calculated
as the total infiltration across the interface landward of the
freshwater discharge zone and Qd was the total infiltration
across the interface seaward of the freshwater discharge
zone. A spatial exchange profile was plotted for each
scenario to delineate the exchange zones.
4.1. Effect of Tidal Ratios (Variable d and e With
Other Parameters Constant)
[35] Tidally driven recirculation percent (TDR) increases
significantly as d increases (Figure 6a). In the absence of

Figure 4. Temporal variations in net exchange (solid
curve with crosses) across the aquifer-ocean interface
through a tidal cycle (solid curve). Results are for the base
simulation with Q*
f = 0.007, d = 0.033, e = 0.72, and H * =
2.17. A positive exchange rate indicates exfiltration,
whereas a negative exchange rate indicates infiltration.
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Figure 5. Specific exfiltration (solid curve) and infiltration
(dashed curve) rates along the aquifer-ocean interface over a
tidal cycle. Results are for the base simulation with Qf* =
0.007, d = 0.033, e = 0.72, and H* = 2.17. The high-tide
mark corresponds to x = 10 m, and low-tide mark
corresponds to x = 10 m. The spatial behavior of infiltration
along the interface reveals a tidally driven recirculation zone
(TRZ) and a density-driven recirculation zone (DRZ),
which are separated by a freshwater discharge zone (FDZ).

exfiltration rate, and TDR approaches an asymptotic value.
For larger tidal forcing (d) the TDR asymptote is greater.
[36] In addition to increasing the tidal exchange, d also
increases the density-driven recirculation (DDR, Figure 7).
Tidal forcing enhances dispersion at the transition zone of
the saltwater wedge. This leads to increased density-driven
convection required to replenish salts which become
entrained in the discharging fresh groundwater. In contrast,
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DDR decreases for increasing horizontal shoreline excursion (e). As e increases the tidal circulation cell operates
over a wider zone with the extent of the upper saline plume
increasing accordingly. The extended upper saline plume
pushes the freshwater discharge zone and saltwater wedge
seaward which in turn reduces the density-driven recirculation. The influence of e on DDR is greater for larger d as the
tidal circulations (which indirectly restrict the density-driven convection) strengthen.
4.2. Effect of Inland Hydraulic Gradient (Variable Qf*
With Other Parameters Constant)
[37] TDR decreases as the inland hydraulic gradient, Qf*,
increases (Figure 8a). TDR however is not a suitable
parameter for examining the influence of inland forcing
Qf
on tidally driven recirculation rates. Varying Q*
f (KH ) via Qf
Qt
has a direct influence on TDR (Qf
100). For example, as
Qf increases, TDR is reduced even with Qt unchanged. To
directly examine the influence of the inland condition on the
tide-induced recirculation rates, Qt may be compared for
different Qf*. For K = 10 m d1 and H = 30 m, the tideinduced recirculation rate decreases with increasing Qf*
(Figure 8b). The tidal circulations shown in Figure 3 are
pushed back in the presence of strong seaward directed
fresh groundwater flow. In contrast, as Q*
f decreases, the
freshwater discharge ‘‘tube’’ contracts and Qt increases as
the tidal circulations expand. Qf* has a similar influence on
Qt for different strengths of tidal forcing (d).
[38] The relationship between Qf* and density-driven
recirculation (Qd) is nonmonotonic (Figure 9). Maximum
rates of Qd are achieved for intermediate values of Qf*. Qd is
small for low Qf* because of weak density gradients across a
relatively wide transition zone of the saltwater wedge
[Smith, 2004]. As Qf* increases the transition zone narrows
causing increased convective flow and thus Qd. For large

Figure 6. Effect of (a) d and (b) e on TDR. All other parameters are held constant: Qf* = 0.007 and
H * = 2.17.
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Figure 7. Effect of e on DDR for different d values. All
other parameters are held constant: Qf* = 0.007 and H * =
2.17.
Qf*, Qd decreases as the extent of the seawater intrusion into
the aquifer is reduced. The inland hydraulic gradient for
which Qd reaches its maximum rate increases with the tidal
forcing (d). This is due to the competing influence of tidal
forcing which widens the transition zone while also reducing the extent of seawater intrusion.
4.3. Effect of Nondimensional Aquifer Depth
(Variable H * With Other Parameters Constant)
[39] Figure 10a reveals the asymptotic behavior of TDR
as a function of H*. For small H*, the shallow aquifer depth
constrains the tidally driven circulations; and increases in
H* raises TDR. However, as H* continues to increase the
finite depth effects become negligible whereby further
increases no longer influence the tide-induced exchange
process. The results indicate that the magnitude of densitydriven recirculation is more strongly influenced by H* than
the tide-induced recirculation (Figure 10). As the aquifer
depth increases, the extent of the saltwater wedge and thus
area available for dispersion across the transition zone
increase accordingly. This leads to enhanced convective
circulation and thus increased density-driven exchange as
shown in Figure 10b.
4.4. Effect of Porosity (Variable ne With Other
Parameters Constant)
[40] The results suggest that ne has a negligible influence
on TDR and DDR for the range of values (0.25  0.4)
examined (Figure 11). Although tide- (Qt) and densitydriven (Qd) recirculation increase as ne increases, the fresh
groundwater discharge (Qf) also increases in direct proportion to these flows (with all other nondimensional parameters held constant). As a result, the nondimensional
recirculation rates (TDR, DDR) are independent of ne.
4.5. Effect of Dispersion Coefficient (Variable D* With
Other Parameters Constant)
[41] The dispersion coefficient D* does not significantly
affect the tidal recirculation rates (Figure 12a). D* was
varied from 7.5  60 and over this range TDR changed by
3.5% from 135% to 131.5%. This relative independence of
TDR on D* is not unexpected as tide-induced recirculation
is an advection-dominated process.
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[42] In contrast, D* has a significant influence on the
magnitude of density-driven recirculation (Figure 12b).
DDR increased from 39% to 55% as D* varied from
7.5  45. For D* greater than 45, DDR reduced slightly
from 55% to 53%, indicating that for the parameters
simulated, the maximum DDR occurs around D* = 45.
This result supports the finding of Smith [2004] that a
maximum rate of DDR is achieved for intermediate values
of D*; in his case, the optimal D* = 40. He suggested that
for small D*, the density gradients across the saltwater
wedge transition zone weaken as D* decreases. This leads
to a decrease in the convective overturn and hence reduced
density-driven exchange. As D* increases above the optimal
value, the density-driven recirculation again decreases as the
convective overturn is limited by the rate of salt dispersion
across the transition zone. In this study, the range of D*
values which could be simulated was constrained by numerical considerations described in section 3.5.

5. Discussion
5.1. Conditions for Large TDR and SGR
[43] The parametric analysis revealed that d, which represents the intensity of the tidal forcing, is the primary parameter controlling tide-induced recirculation rates (Figure 6a).
To identify conditions for which seawater recirculation is
likely to be significant, TDR and SGR* (nondimensional

Figure 8. Effect of Q*
f on (a) TDR and (b) tidally driven
recirculation rate (Qt) for different d values. All other
parameters are constant: e = 0.72 and H* = 2.17.
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Figure 9. Effect of Qf* on density-driven recirculation rate
(Qd) for different d values. All other parameters are
constant: e = 0.72 and H* = 2.17.
d
SGR, QtQþQ
100) contours in different variable spaces are
f
shown in Figure 13. The shaded regions represent conditions
for which tidally driven recirculation (Qt, Figures 13a – 13c)
and total seawater recirculation (SGR, Figures 13d– 13f) are
likely to contribute significantly to SGD rates (i.e., Qt and
SGR are greater than Qf).
[44] The numerical results indicate that the inland hydraulic gradient (Qf*) also strongly influences the relative
tidal recirculation (Figure 13a). TDR is likely to be significant on coasts with significant tidal ranges and small inland
hydraulic gradients (seaward direction). The magnitude of
total seawater recirculation (Qt + Qd) relative to the fresh
groundwater discharge (Qf) displays a similar relationship;
that is, the relative recirculation is expected to be significant
when the ratio of the tidal (d) to inland forcing (Qf*) is large
(Figure 13d). It is interesting to note that this ratio has also
been shown to strongly influence the salinity stratification
and extent of mixing between fresh groundwater and
recirculating seawater in a subterranean estuary [Robinson
et al., 2007a]. Well-mixed subterranean estuaries are
expected when the magnitude of tidal to inland forcing is
significant; this corresponds with our finding of large
seawater recirculation rates relative to fresh groundwater
flow. Conversely, stratified subterranean estuaries occur
when the ratio of tidal to inland forcing is small; that is,
when the relative seawater recirculation is small.
[45] Figure 13b shows that e behaves asymptotically only
influencing the tide-induced exchange rate for small values
(i.e., steep beaches) where the finite width of the intertidal
zone restricts the exchange process. For mildly sloping
beaches (larger e), TDR contours are horizontal indicating
that e has no influence on the magnitude of tide-induced
recirculation for these beaches. This is due to the competing
effects of the potential for infiltration versus the beach’s
drainage capacity. From Figure 13e, it can be seen that the
total seawater recirculation rate (SGR*) is relatively independent of e. While tidally driven recirculation increases
with increasing e (for small e, Figure 6b), the density-driven
recirculation decreases (Figure 7); thus the effects on the
two recirculation components result in a relatively constant
total seawater recirculation. Although H* was also shown to
behave asymptotically (Figure 10a), the effect of aquifer
thickness on TDR is small compared with d and Qf*
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(Figure 13c). H* has a more significant influence on the
total seawater recirculation rate due to the density-driven
exchange increasing with the aquifer depth (Figure 13f).
[46] On the basis of these results and the uncertainty
associated with predicting actual recirculation rates, it is
recommended that the magnitude of tidal forcing and inland
hydraulic gradient be the primary parameters considered in
assessing the relative contribution of tide-induced recirculation to total nearshore SGD rates. For steep beaches it may
also be necessary to consider the horizontal shoreline
excursion.
5.2. Comparison With Simulations of Field Conditions
[47] Results from simulations of two field conditions
were compared with the generic modeling results presented
in Figures 13a and 13d. Field studies were conducted on the
west coast of Moreton Island, Australia in December 2004
[Robinson et al., 2006] and July 2005 [Robinson et al.,
2007b]. Models were developed in SEAWAT-2000 to simulate these field conditions and the numerical results compared well with the salinity and groundwater flow data
[Robinson et al., 2007b]. Although e and H* for the field
conditions do not match those for which Figures 13a
and 13d were generated (i.e., e = 1.5 and 1.3 for the
December and July deployments, respectively, and H* =
2.38 for the site), it was possible to compare the recirculation rates predicted by the field simulations as the rates are
relatively independent of e and H* for these values
(Figures 13b, 13c, 13e, and 13f). For both field deployments, d = 0.0275. The inland hydraulic gradient was lower
for the December 2004 deployment with Qf* = 0.003
compared with Qf* = 0.006 during the July 2005 deployment.

Figure 10. Effect of H* on (a) TDR and (b) DDR for
different d values. All other parameters are constant: e =
0.72 and Qf* = 0.007.
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The field simulations compare well with the generic numerical results. TDR and SGR* were greater when the
inland forcing was reduced; TDR = 264% and SGR* =
366% for the December 2004 deployment and TDR = 132%
and SGR* = 227% for the July 2005 deployment. Because
of the strong influence of inland forcing, it was not possible
to compare the simulation results with Figures 13b, 13c,
13e, and 13f due to the different Q*f values.
[48] To further validate the relationships revealed in this
study, the results need to be compared with direct measurements of water exchange rates in nearshore coastal environments. Although some previous field studies have
quantified and delineated between ‘‘fresh’’ (Qf) and ‘‘recirculated’’ (SGR) discharge, it was not possible to compare
these results with the relationships shown in Figure 13 as
the aquifer parameters, tidal amplitude or freshwater
groundwater discharge were not specified in these studies
[Kim et al., 2003; Taniguchi and Iwakawa, 2004; Michael et
al., 2005; Burnett et al., 2006]. Knowledge of these conditions is essential for such a comparison. Also, with the
exception of Michael et al. [2005], we are not aware of any
studies which have attempted to directly measure and
quantify the total tidal recirculation (Qt) in the nearshore
region. Quantifying tidal recirculation and separating this
SGD component from other components requires measurement of water exchange rates and salinity within the
intertidal zone.
5.3. Aquifer-Estuary Exchange
[49] Although this study focuses on aquifer-ocean exchange, groundwater discharge into coastal estuaries also
represents a significant transport pathway for land-derived
chemicals into the marine environment [Smith and Turner,
2001; Prieto and Destouni, 2005]. The main difference
between aquifer-estuary and aquifer-ocean exchange is the
salt concentration (density, equation (3)) of the receiving
surface water. The driving mechanisms are the same for
both cases. The salt concentrations of estuarine waters are
typically less than that of the ocean (salt concentration
35 kg m3) because of mixing with discharging fresh
riverine water.

(a)

140
135
TDR (%)

Figure 11. Effect of ne on TDR and DDR. All other
parameters are constant: d = 0.033, e = 0.72, Qf* = 0.007,
and H* = 2.17.
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[50] A sensitivity analysis was performed to examine the
influence of the surface water salt concentration (density,
r*) on the exchange process. Results indicated that as the
density of the surface water decreased, the convective
overturn across the transition zone of the saltwater wedge
is reduced, leading to a decrease in density-driven recirculation (Figure 14). DDR decreased from 52% to 0% as r*
decreased from 0.025 to 0 (i.e., the surface water salt
concentration decreased from 35 to 0 kg m3). The density
of the surface water also influenced the tidal recirculation
process (Figure 14). As r* decreased, the elevation of the
saltwater wedge interface decreased in accordance with the
Ghyben-Herzberg approximation allowing the freshwater
discharge ‘‘tube’’ to extend downward. This reduced the
upward force exerted on the tidal circulation cell by the
discharging fresh groundwater. As a result, the tidal circulations expanded, enhancing tide-induced recirculation
across the interface. Therefore, as the surface water freshened (35 to 0 kg m3), TDR increased from 131% to 182%.
Since estuarine waters are often subject to seasonal variations in salt concentration [Linderfelt and Turner, 2001],
these results suggest that tide- and density-driven recirculation rates (Qt and Qd) may also be seasonal in these
environments.
5.4. Limitations of Analysis
[51] To identify the key parameters controlling recirculation in the nearshore environment, several assumptions were
made to simplify the coastal aquifer system. This study only
examined homogeneous, isotropic aquifers with planar
beach slopes. In reality, complex beach morphology, heterogeneity and anisotropy effects will likely complicate
patterns and behaviors of groundwater flow and exchange.
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Figure 12. Effect of D* on (a) TDR and (b) DDR. All
other parameters are constant: d = 0.033, e = 0.72, Qf* =
0.007, and H* = 2.17.
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d
Figure 13. Contours of TDR for d versus (a) Qf*, (b) e, and (c) H* and contours of SGR* (QtQþQ
100)
f
for d versus (d) Qf*, (e) e, and (f) H*. Where parameters are not varied, e = 0.72, Qf* = 0.007, and H* =
2.17. The shaded regions represent conditions for which tide-induced recirculation (Figures 13a –13c)
and total seawater recirculation (13d –13f) are likely to contribute significantly to SGD rates. Conditions
and relative recirculation rates for field deployments on Moreton Island in December 2004 (cross) and
July 2005 (circle) are also shown in Figure 13a and 13d.

Also, temporal variations in forcing (e.g., spring-neap tidal
cycle and seasonal changes in the inland hydrologic cycle)
were not considered. It is expected that these cycles will
drive significant fluctuations in exchange rates over their
respective timescales as the relative forcing conditions vary.
[52] Focusing on tide-induced exchange, the influence of
waves, which also represents an important forcing on the
nearshore groundwater system, was not examined. LonguetHiggins [1983] demonstrated that wave setup drives circulation with infiltration at the maximum runup point and
exfiltration near the wave breaking point (Figure 1). In
addition, wave runup forces infiltration into drained sediments predominantly on the rising tide [Kang et al., 1994].
Waves are expected to not only significantly increase SGD
in the nearshore region [Li et al., 1999], but also have a
marked impact on nearshore groundwater dynamics. The

Figure 14. Effect of r* on TDR and DDR. All other
parameters are constant: d = 0.033, e = 0.72, Qf* = 0.007,
and H* = 2.17.
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interaction between tide- and wave-induced groundwater
flows and the subsequent effect on exchange rates across the
aquifer-ocean interface is an interesting and important area
for future investigation.

6. Conclusions
[53] This study has demonstrated that tide-induced recirculation contributes significantly to total SGD rates in
tidally influenced environments. Tidal forcing across a
sloping beach results in a distinctive exchange pattern with
tide-induced recirculation through the intertidal zone, fresh
groundwater discharge near the low-tide mark and densitydriven recirculation decreasing offshore. The parametric
analysis indicated that the amplitude of tidal oscillations
and the inland hydraulic gradient are the key parameters
controlling tide-induced recirculation rates. Large tidal
exchange is expected for conditions where the relative
magnitude of the tidal to inland forcing is significant. The
horizontal shoreline excursion (beach slope) and aquifer
depth displayed asymptotic behavior. These parameters only
influenced the tidal recirculation rate for small values where
the development of the tidal circulation cell was constrained
by the area available for infiltration and the shallowness
of the aquifer. Simulations showed that tidal forcing
also increased density-driven exchange by enhancing
dispersion across the transition zone of the saltwater wedge.
Maximum rates of density-driven recirculation are expected
at sites with large tidal range, aquifer thickness and beach
slope but intermediate inland hydraulic gradient and aquifer
dispersivities.
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